Summary: Purpose: An understanding of the principles governing the behavior of complex neuronal networks, in particular their capability of generating epileptic seizures implies the characterization of the conditions under which a transition from the interictal to the ictaI state takes place. Signal analysis methods derived from the theory of nonlinear dynamics provide new tools to characterize the behavior of such networks, and are particularly relevant for the analysis of epileptiform activity. Methods: We calculated the correlation dimension, tested for irreversibility, and made recurrence plots of EEG signals recorded intracranially both during interictal and ictal states in temporal lobe epilepsy patients who were surgical candidates. Results: Epileptic seizure activity often, but not always, emerges as a low-dimensional oscillation. In general, the seizure behaves as a nonstationary phenomenon during which both phases of low and high complexity may occur. Nevertheless a low dimension may be found mainly in the zone of ietal onset and nearby structures. Both the zone of ictal onset and the pattern of propagation of seizure activity in the brain could be identified using this type of analysis. Furthermore, the results obtained were in close agreement with visual inspection of the EEG records. Conclusions: Application of these mathematical tools provides novel insights into the spatio-temporal dynamics of "epileptic brain states". In this way it may be of practical use in the localization of an epileptogenic region in the brain, and thus be of assistance in the presurgical evaluation of patients with localization-related epilepsy.
Introduction
Nonlinear dynamical theory, sometimes colloquially called "chaos theory", offers the possibility to unveil, on the basis of a single (EEG) signal, dynamical properties of the system generating that signal. The investigator may thus look at differences in the dynamics of a neuronal network during normal activity as well as in the course of an epileptic seizure. Since one may assume that the generation of ictal activity in the brain corresponds with a specific dynamical state (or set of states) which is/are different from normal ongoing activity, nonlinear dynamical analysis of EEG signals provides an interesting mathematical tool to detect and characterize such state(s). Babloyanz and Destexhe (1986) were the first to describe a special type of ictal activity in terms of nonlinear dynamics. They estimated the correlation dimension (D2) and the largest Lyapunov exponent of an EEG of an absence seizure. They reported a considerably lower value of the correlation dimension for seizure activity than for normal activity while a positive value was estimated for the largest Lyapunov exponent. These results indicated that the EEG of an absence seizure was of a low dimensional chaotic nature. Iasemidis et al. (1990 Iasemidis et al. ( , 1994 Iasemidis et al. ( , 1996 described a drop in the value of the largest Lyapunov exponent at seizure onset in temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE), with small time differences in the exact moment of decrease for different recording derivations (subdural ECoG recordings of the left latero-temporal region of the brain).
In an earlier study (Pijn et al. 1991) we were able to demonstrate a very clear decrease of the value of the correlation dimension occurring at seizure onset in a well-controlled experimental animal model of epilepsy (limbic kindling in the rat). The drop in the value of D 2 was most pronounced in the "focal area" while the process of spread of seizure activity could be followed by computing D2 for various brain areas, using intracerebral electrodes, at a distance from the "focal area". We compared, for the first time, the D 2 values with those of corresponding surrogate (randomized) signals and found conspicuous differences for the ictal EEGs. Frank et al. (1990) and Theiler (1995) have analyzed partly overlapping ictal EEG from the same data set (scalp recording). Theiler concluded that he failed to find clear low values for D2: the results were hardly different from those obtained using randomized signals.
On the contrary, Lehnertz and Elger (1995) found low values for the correlation dimension for intracranially recorded ictal signals. They did a correlation dimension analysis on EEGs of 20 patients with unilateral temporal lobe epilepsy (TLE). A clear gradual decrease in D 2 was found during the seizures, most pronounced in the so-called "zone of ictal onset". Furthermore, they found episodes of a decreased D 2 in the interictal EEG allowing an exact lateralization of the primary epileptogenic area.
When performing a correlation dimension analysis it is implicitly assumed that the signal to be investigated is stationary. The onset of an epileptic seizure is, however, intrinsically a nonstationary phenomenon. This implies that, strictly speaking, D 2 analysis should not be applied to signals from brain areas where a transition to epileptic seizure activity takes place.
Nevertheless, in practice, a D2 analysis may give valuable information as an operational measure when it is applied to overlapping short EEG epochs (a sliding window) that encompass the transition to seizure activity. Various aspects have to be taken into consideration in the case of a transition (which is, of course, nonstationary) (Havstad and Ehlers 1989) . In Appendix B we show, for a particular example how such a transition may influence the D2 value. The relative insensitivity of D 2 for parts of the epoch containing different dynamics allows the use of D2 in practice for the analysis of the whole (nonstationary) seizure by applying a sliding window approach.
We have investigated intracranially recorded EEGs obtained from a group of 5 patients undergoing preoperative evaluation for intractable complex partial seizures (CPS) of temporal origin (MTLE). In these patients conventional methods sufficed both for identification of the so-called "zone of ictal onset" and for the pattern of ictal activity propagating to other areas in order to have consistent reference material. For this group of patients we compared the value of various nonlinear measures (stationarity, time reversibility, coarse grained D2 and entropy K2) of pre-ictal and ictal signals recorded both in the epileptogenic focus and far away from it (van der Heyden et al. 1996, van der Heyden personal communication) .
In the present study we concentrated on the evolution of one of these measures, D 2, during various types of activity and during transitions between these types of activity. We analyzed in one patient interictal spiking, pre-ictal activity, seizure onset, propagation of seizure activity throughout the brain and the progression of a seizure from its earliest states until its end. Detailed D2 analyses were performed by means of a step-by-step analysis of signals recorded in the zone of ictal onset (right pes hippocampi), its contralateral homologous area and signals recorded in the temporal neocortical areas of both hemispheres.
Material and Methods
The EEG
The patient
The EEG segments analyzed were from a 30 year old female with medically intractable MTLE. She was investigated with invasive EEG/video telemetry according to the protocol described by Van Veelen et al. (1990) . A total of twelve subdural reeds and four intracerebral bundles were introduced. Subchronic electrocorticography and stereoencephalography (SCECoG & SEEG) identified focal seizure onsets in the right pes hippocampi during partial seizures with elementary symptomatology (auras of rising epigastric sensation) as well as during clinically invalidating partial seizures with complex symptomatology (CPS). EEG segments analyzed included pre-as well as ictal signals obtained bilaterally from the anterior-, mid-and posterior lateral temporal convexity as well as from the pes hippocampi and the amygdala.
Recording of the EEG
Multiple subdural reeds bundles and miniaturized multi-contact depth electrodes (manufactured by Brain Electronics BV, De Bilt, The Netherlands) were introduced in a combined procedure bilaterally and more or less symmetrically. Subdural electrodes covered extensive areas of the fronto-orbital, frontolateral and lateralas well as sub-temporal neocortical areas of both hemispheres. In addition a limited number of intracerebral multi-electrode bundles were implanted stereotactically in the anterior part of the pes hippocampi and in one or both amygdalae according to the coordinates described in the atlas of Delmas and Pertuiset (1959) . Both subdural and intracerebral electrodes were introduced through two symmetrical parasagitally located frontal trephine openings.
Interictal and ictal intracranial EEG was acquired using Braintronics pre-amplifiers (Braintronics B.V., Almere, The Netherlands) with a bandwidth of 0.16 -100 Hz (3 dB points, 6 dB/octave), sampled and digitized by a custommade 21 channel Pulse Code Modulated (PCM) cable telemetry system at a frequency of 366.2 Hz and continuously recorded on paper while selected sections and all clinical seizures were also recorded digitally on a VME computer (Plessey Microsystems/Radstone Technology plc., England). The monopolar EEGs were recorded with respect to G1, which is a submastoidal scalp electrode. The potential of G1 was kept on a constant level, equal to the potential of the outer surface of a small box (containing pre-amplifiers, ADC and PCM-encoder) carried in a vest pocket worn by the patient; the potential was kept constant by inducing a current in another scalp electrode, G2, placed close to G1. Patient behavior was continuously recorded by video stored on Super VHS videotape.
Use of a rather low value for the high-pass filtering (0.16 Hz) for the pre-amplifiers allowed for the detection of very stow potentials at the beginning of the seizure. Such slow potentials may be ascribed to increases in extra-cellular potassium concentrations as described by Wadman et al. (1992) . These slow potentials correspond with very broad autocorrelation functions. Calculation of D 2 for these data would require, therefore, the use of a very large window T for the "Theiler correction", leaving an insufficient number of vectors for a reliable estimation of D 2. When a fixed, moderately sized value, is used for T (150 ms) for the analysis of these data, "false" low D2's are obtained at high values of log(r). Since we are primarily interested in the dynamics of the fast electrical activities, we performed all further analyses by first digitally high-pass filtering the data (using an autoregressive FIR filter consisting of 1000 terms constructed using the program MATLAB (MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, U.S.A.)).
The Mathematical Tools

Calculation of D 2
The correlation dimension was determined according to the following procedure: The EEG signal was sampled as a discrete time-series: x0, xl,..., XN+k. Assuming that the dynamics of the system generating the signal occupies an attractor A, it is a generic property that the set of N vectors: C/m (i)= (Xi+ko, Xi+kl , Xi+k2 .... Xi+k, , _ 1 ) ,, (0<-kt <k,l = 0,..,m-1) (1) forms an embedding, provided, m> 2D(A) with D(A) the dimension of the submanifold containing the attractor A (Takens 1981) . According to Grassberger and Procaccia (1983) the correlation dimension can be calculated by first determining the correlation integral C(r,m):
in which h is the Heaviside or step function (h(x< 0) =0, h(x >0)=1 and d the distance between two vectors (we use the maximum norm: the largest absolute difference between corresponding components).
Grassberger and Procaccia used W = 1. In order to avoid spurious dimensions due to autocorrelation in a time series Theiler (1986) suggested to exclude from the calculation of (2) all vectors the corresponding coordinates of which are correlated. This can be done by using a window W >1. For a sampling frequency v, the length of the window is in time domain equal to T = W/v.
Theiler suggested taking T equal to the "the autocorrelation time" of the signal. In the present study, for the analysis of the patients signals, we used a fixed value for T(150 ms, justified in Appendix A).
The following step in determining the correlation dimension D 2 is to assume that, within a range of values of r (usually called the scaling region), the following relationship holds:
for m large enough.
A numerical value for D 2 is sometimes determined by (i) calculating C(r,m) for a high value of m (in the range between 15 and 20), (ii) choosing a value of r and then taking the local slope of log(C(r,m)) versus log(r) as estimate of D 2. This estimate is called the "coarse grained" estimate of D 2.
More often a region of r-values is considered for which log(C(r,m)) behaves as a linear function of log(r).
This range of r-values is called the "scaling region". Usually, the slope of a line fitted through the points (log(r), log(C(r,m))) within the scaling region is used as the value of D2. These methods give an approximation of D 2. In case of EEG data, however, the scaling region is mostly rather narrow and limited to large values of r. Therefore, it is particularly important to report the range of values of r In figure 1 we present three examples of D2-plots, one for a transient, another for a limit cycle and a third for chaotic dynamics, each of them generated by the Duffing equation (Guckenheimer and Holmes 1983) . This figure illustrates that for long signals (16000 samples) D2-plots may be obtained with clear plateaus at the correct level (zero, one and a value between two and three, respectively, for the transient, limit cycle and the chaotic dynamics described with the three first-order differential equations). Figure 1D shows the D2-ptot of surrogate data of the same length.
We were obliged to use much shorter epochs for the For signals A and Bx = 1.6081, ,~ = 0.8783 and t = 0.773 (precisely on the limit cycle). For C x = 0.5, x = 0.5 and t = 0. The limit cycle gives /:)2 while chaotic behavior yields 2<D2<3, which corresponds to a set of three first order differential equations.
The signals in D were made by randomizing the phase angles of the signals in C. Both signals in C and D have the same amplitude spectra (fourth row from the top), The D2 plot in the case of the surrogate signal (D) does not show the plateau seen for the chaotic signal (C),
The spectra and D 2 calculations were carried out for the signals presented in the first row from the top. For A, however, the epoch analyzed had a length of 2,500 samples (half the length shown), while for B, C and D the epochs analyzed consisted of 16,000 samples (3.2 times the length shown) (for the time axis, we considered the sampling rate to be 500 Hz). The range of the abscissa of the D2-plots is a factor 29.1. This figure is adapted from Lopes da Silva et al. (1996) .
analysis of the real EEG signals because of the nonstationarity of these signals as already mentioned. Nevertheless, even the epochs we used (10 seconds, 3662 samples) were often not quite stationary: the signals often changed gradually in character during the epoch and sometimes also in amplitude. Therefore D2-plots as "pure" as those of figure I could not be expected for the real EEG signals. Not withstanding the above, some of the D2-plots obtained from the real data showed plateaus at similar levels as those in figure 1 , corresponding to similar types of dynamics.
Reconstruction parameters
(a) We used 10 seconds (3662 samples) for the length of the epochs. (b) We used delays (k values), for the reconstruction (1) in phase space, homogeneously distributed between 20 and 300 ms with embedding dimensions from i up to and including 17. (c) We used T=150 ms for the 'Theiler correction'. (d) We used autoscaling for the abscissa of the D2-plots (a pilot study taught us that seizure spread was best expressed by changes in D2-pIots on this way). The autoscaling was done identically for all D2-plots shown. We used the following procedure. The largest r occurring between all reconstructed vectors was chosen as the highest value on the abscissa, C(r,m) were calculated for 33 radii, chosen in such a way that successive radii had a ratio of 0.9 (the ratio between the largest and the smallest radius is, therefore, (0.9) -32 = 29.1). This means that we 'looked' at the data with an amplitude window having an upper boundary equal to the maximal distance between all vectors (since we used the maximum norm this equals the maximal difference in amplitude between all samples within the epoch) and a lower boundary which is 29.1 times smaller than the upper boundary.
Comparison with surrogate data
We compared the D2-plot of the EEG signal with that of a corresponding surrogate signal to find out whether a D2-plot (or of a plateau in such a curve) is merely due to a combination of an arbitrary choice of delays and of the spectral properties inherent to the EEG signal or it truly reflects nonlinear properties of the dynamics of the system generating that signal. Various authors have introduced and applied this method independently in order to identify non-random structure in a time series. An elaborate introduction of the method is given by Theiler et al. (1992A) , while a summary of the history of the method and a demonstration of its usefulness and limitations may be found in Rapp et al. (1993) . We have demonstrated the necessity of using it in order to avoid misinterpretations, especially in the case of normal and epileptiform EEGs (Pijn 1990; Pijn et al. 1991) .
Surrogate data can be constructed in various ways (Theiler et al. 1992A) . Theiler et al. (1992B) introduced the terms "algorithm-zero, -one and -two surrogates". We used algorithm-one surrogate signals (as we did before in Pijn et at. 1991) . Such signals are constructed to yield a random signal which has the same spectral properties as the original time series and Gaussian amplitude distribution (e.g., signal D in figure 1 ).
Interpretation of the results of a D 2 analysis
If no apparent difference in D2-ptots is obtained between the original and an algorithm-one surrogate signal one must conclude that the original signal cannot be distinguished from a linear Gaussian random signal by means of a D 2 analysis (Theiler et al. 1992A; Takens 1993 ). Differences will be found between surrogate-one and original signals if: 1. the signal-generating process is a linear stochastic process having a non-Gaussian amplitude distribution or if 2.
the signal-generating process is of a low-dimensional (non-linear) deterministic nature or if 3. the recording system (read-out function) introduces non-linearities. Non-linear transformations might occur at the electrodes and/or in the EEG registration equipment, e.g., by digital filtering.
A discussion arose in recent years as to which type of surrogate test should best be used (Osborne et al. 1986 , Osborne and Provenzale 1989 , Theiler et al. 1992A, Theiler et al. 1992B, Kaplan and Glass 1992 , Provenzale et al. 1992 , Kaboudan 1993 , Rapp et al. 1993 , Muhlnickel et al. 1994 , Prichard and Theiler 1994 , Kantz and Schreiber 1995 , Theiler and Rapp 1996 .
Although this controversy is not yet settled, we consider that, in the case of an epileptic oscillation we could be allowed to interpret prominent differences in D 2 between an original signal (low value) and its corresponding surrogate (large value) as evidence of the existence of a low-dimensional order. This means that a considerable degree of determinism is present in the system generating the signal.
Test of reversibility
An alternative method to assess the nonlinear structure of a signal is to test whether the time series is reversible or not. A time series is said to be reversible only if its probabilistic properties are invariant with respect to time reversal. Diks et al. (1995) have proposed a test for the null hypothesis that a time series is reversible. Rejection of the null hypothesis implies that the time series cannot be described by a linear Gaussian random process (LGRP) or by a static transformation of a LGRP. This test was applied in the present work and more elaborately on similar type of signals by van der Heyden et al. (1996) . 
Recurrence plots
As stated earlier, the onset of an epileptic seizures is a transition (and therefore nonstationary) expressed by a change in character of the EEG signal. A way of investigating such a transition is to make a recurrence plot of the signal. Such plots were introduced by Eckmann et al. (1987) and are based on the following. As the behavior of a nonstationary system changes from one mode to another the distance between any vector (constructed according to equation (1)) of the first mode and a vector of the second mode will become relatively large, when compared with the distances between any two vectors belonging to one and the same mode. Therefore, it is possible to visualize the occurrence of transitions in the behavior of a system and to distinguish different modes of operation. We used the following method to make a recurrence plot. The time index i in (1) was represented running from the first to the N th sample along both axes.
A point was plotted for each pair of indices (i,j) at position (i,j), if the distance in m-dimensional space between the vectors Vm(i) and ~Zm(j) was smaller than a fixed threshold. Consequently, apparent "grayness" of the final plot depends on the value of such a threshold. However, such plots do not change substantially for quite a range of threshold changes. An illustrative example is given in Appendix C.
Results
Interictal activity
We analyzed two interictal periods. The first period consisted of a 40-seconds-long EEG segment which occurred three minutes before seizure onset. Since epileptiform activity was only present in the hippocampi and amygdatae during this period we analyzed just those channels. The corresponding EEG signals are shown in figure 2. Four successive epochs each lasting 10 seconds were analyzed. The epochs were coded with an "i" to denote interictal activity. The second period of interictal activity occurred just before the seizure. It consisted of three epochs of 10 seconds each. The epochs were coded with a "P" (pre-ictal activity) while the corresponding EEG is shown in figure 4 .
During both interictal periods D 2 analysis yielded almost identical plots for the original and surrogate signals for all signals in which epileptiform spikes were not present: left amygdala (AML) during il and i4, right amygdala (AMR) during i2 and i3 and all electrodes in the left hemisphere and the right temporal electrodes in the pre-ictal episode (figure 3). All the other signals containing epileptiform spikes yielded very low D2 levels in the high amplitude range, most of them about zero. This corresponds with the very low level in the D2-plot shown in figure 1A , which is due to the presence of a transient. A low level somewhat different from zero was obtained for HCL during i3 and a level clearly different from zero for HCR during P3. During these latter epochs the spikes were more grouped together than during those that yielded a zero value for D2.
Seizure onset and spread
The seizure may be described as having a Type B pattern of onset according to Townsend III and Engel Jr (1991) characterized by hypersynchronous high-voltage, low-frequency spikes in the HCR channel. This pattern is followed by a period of very fast, low-voltage activity. Although we did not have access to the orbitofrontal regions in our EEG record, the time relationship of the sequential involvement of the contralateral hippocampus is consistent with the findings of Lieb et al. (1991) , group 1, pattern 2 of seizure spread: right mesial temporal onset of seizure discharges followed by invasion of the right orbitofrontal region, then the left orbitofrontal region and finally the left mesial temporal structures some 20 seconds (according to their figure 5) after seizure onset. Figure 4 displays the EEG of our patient around seizure onset as recorded by a selection of 10 intracranial electrodes out of a total of 21 recorded ones. The choice of channels displayed was made on the basis of the signals which best illustrated the characteristics of the group 1, pattern 2 seizure spread. The high-voltage, low-frequency spikes of seizure onset are prominent at second 30 of figure 4 in the channel recording from the right hippocampus (HCR). These spikes accompany the ictal semiology of a partial seizure with elementary symptomatology (rising epigastric sensation). Approximately 20 seconds later, around second 50, the same EEG-pattern may be seen in the contralateral hippocampus (HCL), expressing the involvement of the left temporal mesial structures in the seizure. From ~he above it From that time onwards ictal activity 'fans out' to PTR, MTR and ATR (and during $8 to ATL) suggesting propagation to the basal and lateral temporal neocortex ipsilaterally (and later contralaterally). At that moment the seizure becomes partial complex. Two sets of epochs were analyzed: one pre-ictal set denoted P1-P3, and a second set, during seizure onset of half overlapping epochs denoted as $1-$8.
may be clear that we are not implying that the seizure propagates directly from one hippocampus to the other.
Furthermore, we see in figure 4 ictal activity propagating 'outwards' to the basal and lateral temporal neocortex first ipsilaterally and somewhat later contralaterally. At that moment the patient became unresponsive (the seizure became complex partial). The pattern of ictal propagation (from second 50 onwards) classifies this seizure as one of type A in table 4 of Brekelmans et al. (1995) : a temporal mesiolimbic seizure according to its pattern of chronological ictal involvement.
Analyses of seizure onset and spread
We used 10-second-long epochs with a 50% overlap in order to follow the process of seizure onset with a high time resolution. The epochs are denoted as $1 up to and including $8 in figure 4 while the result of the analysis is shown in figures 6 and 7 for the original and surrogate signals respectively.
Although practically all epochs $1-$8 contain some channels showing manifest ictal activity which can readily be identified by any experienced EEGer, the corresponding D2-plots do present a real challenge. In some epochs and for some channels the D2-plot of the original signals hardly differ from those of their respective surrogate signals. On first examination one quickly tends to be baffled by the variety and the variability of the plots obtained.
One should, therefore, perform a sequential comparison of the EEG signals and of the corresponding D2-plots keeping in mind that the variability of the signals as the seizure evolves should be represented by specific patterns of changes in the Da-plots. Reciprocally, the variability of the D2-plots themselves should make it imperative to look for presence of particular graphoelements in the EEG signals. Indeed, by doing this we observed that by sequential comparison from signal to D2-plot and back again the D2-plots function as a sort of i. Focal onset: This period shows a definite similarity with the pre-ictal period (P-epochs) in which the D2-plots of the HCR and AMR were approximately zero (during P1 and P2). Subsequently a gradual increase of the D2-plot levels is noted. This is more pronounced during $1 than during P3 both for the HCR and AMR. Although the D2-plot levels in $1 are dearly different from zero they are also clearly different from the corresponding surrogates. These intermediate levels for HCR and AMR during $1 no longer correspond to the presence of isolated large amplitude transients in the signals but rather suggest the presence of low-dimensional dynamics for the group of spikes occurring in the middle of $1. During $2 the levels decrease again. The D2-plots of HCR shows a plateau close to zero, while, that of the AMR shows almost zero-values only for large amplitude spikes (note that this epoch covers only a part of the above mentioned group of spikes). ii. Transitional dynamics: during $3 the Dz-plot of HCR differs clearly from the preceding one by having larger D2-plot values and no longer showing a clearcut plateau. The same holds true for the AMR going from $3 to $4. During $4 the differences between the D2-plots of the original and surrogate signals from the HCR and AMR become very small. The increase in D2-plot values could be due to either very complex dynamics or to nonstationary behavior. One should realize that a nonstationarity such as a transition from a low-dimensional process to another low-dimensional one does not induce a large D 2 value (Appendix). However, a sequence of many short-lasting processes with different dynamics within a single epoch may present a random character and should, therefore, yield a large D2. In order to find out whether the HCR signal during $3 and $4 presents nonstationary behavior we made recurrence plots of this signal. Figure 8 shows HCR signal recurrence plots during epochs $2-$8. Epochs $3 and $4 correspond with phase II in figure 8 . If a signal is stationary its recurrence plot is homogeneous. During phase II, however, the recurrence plot is only partially homogeneous. Signals that contain a transition from one type of dynamics to another one which is disjunct in phase space from the preceding one have white off-diagonal squares in their recurrence plots (an example is given in the Appendix). Since this is not found in figure 8 for phase II, we may conclude that this type of nonstationarity does not occur during phase II. Nevertheless, various stripes are visible in the recurrence plot during phase II. Since these iv.
stripes indicate the presence of (nonstationary) transients, we may reject the conclusion that phase II is stationary. Spread to the contralateral mesial temporal structures: at the same time as the dynamics of HCR show a transition to high values, the signals of the contralateral hippocampus HCL present a Dz-plot first of a level zero ($4), corresponding with the presence of a large-amplitude spike, and then, during $5, with a plateau indicating low-dimensional dynamics of the same type as initially was present in HCR. "Generalization": This period coincides with ictal involvement of both temporal lobes. Note that the D2-plots not only do reflect spread to contra-lateral hippocampus (in $5) but also spread to the temporal areas as well (from $5 onwards for the right hemisphere, while spread to the left temporal neocortical region is apparent only during $8 by a low level plateau for ATL). In general, epochs $5-$8 show a complex set of D2-plots, some with (almost) zero level D 2 plateaus and others with low-level D2 plateaus in the range between 2 and 5. Plateaus of approximately value 3 are found for ATL during $7 and for all three temporal neocortical areas on the right during $8. HCR's D2-plots during $6-$8 show a clear plateau at a level approximately equal to 4 and, therefore, are clearly different from the previous ones. This suggests the presence of a different dynamics during $6-$8 than previously. This suggestion is confirmed by the recurrence plot of figure 8A . The figure shows a dramatic separation between the sectors corresponding to phases I and II and to phase III with primary white off-diagonal areas. This means that during phase IIIa different volume of phase space is occupied than during I and II. It may be noticed, however, that during phase III the amplitude (variance) of the signal increases considerable with respect to phase II. The question arises whether the difference between II The large amplitude epileptiform spikes in phase I are reflected as empty horizontal and vertical stripes across the whole plot. Such stripes emerge in a recurrence plot at short lasting events that are disjunct in phase space to the rest of the signal, thus at transients. Phase II shows a pattern that is relatively filled, with some stripes. Both phases I and II appear to form one block, indicating that the dynamics of signals occur in one and the same area of phase space. However, Phase III consists of a clearly different pattern, i.e., of a grayish area with two relatively empty areas around it (the off-diagonal squares). Therefore phase III reflects dynamics in phase space which are disjunct from those of phases I and II. In 
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Progression of the complex partial seizure, Plots are mode for epochs immediately after those in figure 4, and III is just due to an increased amplitude or really to a difference in dynamics. In order to answer this question we made a recurrence plot (figure 8B) of vectors derived from the original signal by normalizing with respect to the mean and the variance of the signal (in this way a projection of the trajectories on a hypersphere which has two dimensions less than the original embedding space is created). When comparing 8B with 8A it may be noticed that the appearance of the plots changes. The small-amplitude noisy phase II now becomes more "thin" in phase space, because of fewer vectors located closely to each other. The opposite holds true for phase III: the large variation in amplitude of the vectors is reduced bringing them closer together. What is important is that phases II and III can still easily be distinguished in figure 8B . Therefore, we may conclude that at the beginning of phase III (corresponding with second 50 in figure 4 ) a transition takes place. At that moment a different dynamical process starts. This process has a D2 in the order of 4, with a D2 plot clearly different from the one of the corresponding surrogate. This conclusion was confirmed by applying a reversibility test on the signals of phases II and III. Applying this test yielded no rejection of the null hypothesis for phase II and rejection for phase IIL confirming a different behavior of the generating network during these two phases.
Analysis of seizure progress
As shown already in figure 4 , the zone of ictal onset (HCR) entered a stage of relative low complexity (D 2 = 4) with a clear plateau at approximately second 50. This stage lasted some 20 seconds. Two questions may be raised: (i) does this stage persist in the hippocampus for the remainder of the seizure? And (ii): does this type of Dz-plot "spread" to other brain areas?
In order to answer these questions we extended the analysis to another 40 seconds of EEG immediately following the signals in figure 4 . The additional EEG signals and the results of the analysis are shown in figures 9 and 10 respectively. As far as the first question is concerned, we confirm the D~-plots of the original sig- nals are different from their corresponding surrogates during $9 and $10. However, a plateau in the D2-plot of HCR is no longer present for these two epochs only and reappears during epochs $11 and $12 for the duration of the seizure. Regarding the question of "Da-plot spread" we found the HCR type D2-plots (i.e., those of epochs $6-$8) for s and, to a lesser extent, for MTR, during epochs $9 through $12.
It may be argued that our results of the D2-plots might have been affected by "contamination" through the reference electrode or by activity from other brain regions, in particular during the "generalized" phase of the seizure. To rule out such "contamination" we performed subsequent analysis using bipolar derivations, constructed from nearby contact pairs of each hippocampal bundle. We were therefore able to compare the results of a referential montage with those of a bipolar one for signals derived from the same contacts covering the same areas of the brain, including the zone of ictal onset and the zone of primary ictal spread in order to estimate the extent of 'noisy' artificial influence in signals recorded with the reference montage.
The bipolar signals for the hippocampal bundles HCR and HCL and the D2-plots obtained using these derivations are shown in figure 11 . The D2-plots of the corresponding monopolar derivations were shown in figures 5 (epochs P1-P3), 6 (epochs $1-$8) and 10 (epochs $9-$12).
We note that the differences between D2-plots of the monopolar and bipolar signals are negligible from epoch P1 up to and including epoch $9. However, in epochs $11 and $12 differences between the monopolar and bipolar D2-plots are more evident with more pronounced plateaus for the bipolar ones, particularly for HCL. Reviewing the patient's time-locked video recording corresponding with these epochs confirmed presence of gross motor unrest (temporal seizure automatisms). We conclude that the monopolar signals might have been contaminated by a high-dimensional process, most likely 'noisy' movement artifacts (caused by movements of the miniaturized cable telemetry PCM encoder and preamps in the patient's vest pocket as she thrashed about wildly . Bipolar derivations and corresponding D2-plots of signals recorded in both hippocampi during the pre-ictal phase (epochs P 1 -P3), the complete seizure ($2-S 18) and a part of the post-ictal phase (S 19-S20). D2-plots obtained using these signals are shown for successive 10-seconds-lasting epochs.
at the time), and that this contamination could be avoided using bipolar recordings. Therefore, the low-dimensional stage emerging at second 60 in figure 11 (second 50 in figure 4) in the zone of ictal onset, HCR, is rather persistent: it is present during almost the remainder of the seizure, with the exception of the 20 seconds of epochs $9 and $10. Furthermore, a possible noisy artifact in the reference electrode may have hidden the emergence of clear low-dimensional plateaus in the D2-plots during the ictal spread to the lateral temporal neocortical areas.
It is obvious that the low-dimensional state does 'spread' from the ipsilateral hippocampus to the contralateral one: a clear low dimensional plateau emerges and persists in the D2-plots of the contralateral hippocampus from approximately second 100 (figure 11) onwards. Strangely enough this tow-dimensional state in the left hippocampus is reached a full 40 seconds after seizure activity became present in that brain area. Last but not least, the further the seizure progresses (from $11 onwards) the lower the values in the D2-plots of the two hippocampi, until the seizure stops (just before second 180).
Discussion
Several caveats apply in discussing the present study in view of related literature. To begin with, our results were based upon three episodes during one SCECoG & SEEG record in a single case of MTLE. Although electrophysiologically and clinically speaking the results of the D2-plots obtained make perfect sense in this case, it would be inappropriate to extend them to other cases of MTLE. Even though D2-plot analysis in this case did yield excellent results in terms of delineating the epileptogenic zone as well as parallelling ictal spread through-out the brain, we note that the situation might be quite different, even for intracranial recordings, in cases of extratemporal localization-related epilepsy which we and others still expect that shall need implantation of intracranial electrodes in the future. Both the use and the usefulness of this type of detailed analysis might, therefore, prove quite limited. Certainly, when it comes to automatic seizure detection, other techniques of QEEG analysis are more efficient, economical and readily available (Gotman 1982 (Gotman , 1990 .
In contrast to others (Iasemidis et al. 1994 and , using Lyapunov exponents) we have not been able to ascribe any value to the D2-plots in predicting the onslaught of a complex partial seizure. In fact our results suggest that the dynamics in the zone of ictal onset might be too complex in the interictal, pre-ictal and early ictal phase in this case and that behavior reminiscent of a low-dimensional chaotic attractor becomes manifest in a consistent way only well into the seizure.
In the present study we have shown that: i. Activity of the reference electrode may be of considerable influence on the D2-plots. Bipolar montage reconstructing are the method of choice while, in case of monopolar recordings, one should take care with interpreting high values for D 2 in ruling out extraneous 'noisy' contamination through the reference electrode. ii. Furthermore, we demonstrated that all signals that did not show clear epileptiform activity always yielded a D2-plot hardly distinguishable or even identical to their corresponding surrogate signals, regardless of whether they were sampled during the interictal, pre-ictal or ictal epochs analyzed. We found a striking influence of large-amplitude epileptiform spikes on D2-plots. Interictal signals containing such spikes always yielded a very low D2, close to zero. Large-amplitude spikes had a marked effect on the D2-plots in epochs which consisted of primarily low-voltage activity, as is usually the case for interictal EEG. This is 'trivial' since any sharp transient in a signal causes such a result. The background (non-epileptiform) activity can be considered as a point attractor with respect to the spike. We expect others (Lehnertz and Elger 1995) have not noticed such an influence of interictal spikes because of the way they extracted D 2 values from their D2-plots, i.e., by essentially "filtering out" largeamplitude spikes. iii. Finally we demonstrated that signals showing seizure activity always yielded a D2-plot different from surrogate. However, the differences varied from being subtle to very large (with the presence of a clear plateau). Indeed there was a marked degree of nonstationarity in most of the signals during the course of the seizure. Therefore, it is inappropriate to consider a single value for D 2 for the whole of this type of seizure and thus only an analysis that takes into account the evolution of D 2 in the course of time might reveal the whole truth. Recurrence plots were useful in this respect. These conclusions merit further discussion.
Ongoing non-epileptiform activity
Although many investigators have considered the possibility that dynamical processes in the brain are of a low-dimensional chaotic nature (among others: Skarda and Freeman 1987; Babloyantz and Destexhe 1986; Freeman 1995) , such has never reliably been proven for "normal" on-going brain activity (it was shown by Ishizuka 1995, and Hayashi 1996 that EEG signals may be chaotic. These signals, however, were not spontaneously occurring signals but evoked by stimulating afferent fibers). To our knowledge ongoing EEG in most cases does not yield a value of D2 that differs clearly from surrogate signals. Nevertheless, various authors have reported statistically significant differences between D2 values of EEGs recorded during the performance of different mental tasks and/or between 'normal' control EEGs and EEGs recorded during various pathological brain states (reviewed in Pritchard and Duke 1992 , Pradhan and Narayana Dutt 1993 .
Authors who have investigated differences between D2's of original 'normal' EEG and corresponding surrogate signals report different results. Practically no difference could be demonstrated for EEGs recorded (i) in a rat sitting quietly and during explorative behavior (Pijn 1990; Pijn et al. 1991) , (ii) during the human monosynaptic spinal cord stretch reflex (Hoffmann reflex, electromyographic recording of the gastrocnemius muscle) (Schiff and Chang 1992) , (iii) during an all-night sleep of a human subject (Achermann et al. 1994) , (iv) during relaxation with eyes closed (Palus 1992; Prichard and Theiler 1994) and (v) during rest or during the performance of a simple mental task (counting) with eyes closed (Theiler and Rapp 1996) . However, Soong and Stuart (1989) , Cerf et al. (1994) and Rombouts et al. (1995) reported a difference between D2's of original 'normal' EEG (alpha rhythm) and corresponding surrogate signals. Recently, Miiller-Gerking et al. (1996) and Pezard et al. (1996) reported weak evidence of nonlinear dynamics in data recorded from the visual system (of cats, pigeons and humans). All differences reported are subtle, much smaller than can be observed for seizure activity. Blinowska and Malinowski (1991) and Hern~ndez et al. (1995) , who considered the predictability of alpha rhythm, also report quite different results for different scalp EEG recordings. In Lopes da Silva et al. (in press) we have discussed the 'randomness' of alpha rhythm in more detail and shown that nonlinear low-dimensional oscillatory alpha activity may occur in the form of short bursts. 
Epileptiform transients, interictal EEG
We know of no report in the literature specifically addressing the effect of interictal spikes on D 2 calculations. Lehnertz and Elger (1995) reported regularly occurring episodes of a relative decrease in D 2 in interictal EEG, which is more pronounced in the zone of ictal onset, but they state that such decreases are not due to the presence of spikes.
A difference between this study and ours was that the range of values of r which we used in the D2-plots included larger values (-4.8<-1og2 r___0) than those used by ). This may lead to a manifest effect of interictal spikes on D2-plots in signals such as ours when very large amplitude spikes in relation to the background are present intermittently.
Ictal EEG
As far as ictal EEG in man is concerned only Lehnertz and Elger (1995) and our group have investigated the evolution of D 2 during a complex partial seizure. Both found that if D 2 becomes low during the seizure such a decrease does not last the whole seizure. Furthermore, we found that D 2 varied considerably during the seizure, even in the zone of ictal onset. On the other hand, Lehnertz and Elger explicitly showed a unidirectional change of D 2 during a seizure in what they call the "focal area". A single minimum of D 2 was reached gradually and rather slowly; several minutes after seizure onset. We chose to use rather short epochs with a 50% overlap allowing us to follow the evolution of D 2 with a high temporal resolution. In this way we found that D 2 varies between very high to very low values in the zone of ictal onset with abrupt changes between different stages that take place: within 5 or 10 seconds. We failed to detect uniformly unidirectional changes of D2 in any area of the brain in the course of the seizure analyzed, although some of the lowest D 2 values appeared to occur during "plateauing" in both hippocampi during the last stage of the seizure ( figure  11 ). Recently we analyzed in five patients with mesial temporal lobe epilepsy signals recorded in the area of seizure onset and compared results of epochs recorded prior to and during the seizure. We found that D 2 (using a 'coarse grained' estimate) is systematically lower during the seizure than prior to it (van der Heyden personal communication).
Seizure onset: a bifurcation in dynamics
Both our results and those of others who dealt with ictal EEG records, therefore point in the same direction: a change in D 2 to low values may be found in the zone of ictal onset and neighboring structures. This finding suggests that there is a change in dynamics at the initiation of an epileptic seizure. This may correspond to a bifurcation in the dynamics of the underlying neuronal network as discussed in more theoretical terms by Lopes da Silva and Pijn (1995) . The question becomes one of semantics, i.e., defining "seizure onset". In our case we have defined "seizure onset" to coincide with the appearance of large amplitude hypersynchronous spikes in HCR which make way for low-voltage, fast spike activity as seen in epoch $1 of figure 4.
Seizure progression
The evolution of seizure activity in HCR clearly yields quite different D2-plots, as shown in figure 11 , while that for HCL parallels HCR with a delay of several seconds until HCL "catches up" with HCR. In figure 12 we show, on an enlarged scale, a number of signals and corresponding D2-plots for some epochs in the middle of the seizure. We have selected these epochs because they present marked differences of D2-plots (specifically, a difference with surrogates) although, on first impression, the EEG signals appear very similar on visual inspection. However, careful scrutiny of these EEG signals indicates that there are differences in regularity and, furthermore, that the plateauing correlates with the apparent rhythmicity of the signals (while the level of the D2-plots shows an inverse correlation with it). It is noteworthy that plateauing of the D2-plots occurs at different D 2 levels in one and the same region of the brain (HCR) during consecutive epochs during the seizure. There appear to be three possible explanations for the above: i.
One could extrapolate that the dynamics of the system producing the ictal EEG undergoes constant changes which may be expressed by the varying D2-plots. We certainly cannot exclude this possibility. In fact, this seems to happen in HCR at second 50 approximately in figure 4, as discussed above. On the other hand, pertaining to the signals of figure 12: all those signals seem to be essentially similar, differences appear to be due more to changes in regularity than to changes in graphoelements. Therefore, it seems not very likely that the signals of figure 12 correspond to different dynamics. ii. Alternatively one might be dealing with the effect of a "migrating epicenter" of seizure activity, which might move closer or further away from the fixed recording electrode contact thus yielding apparently different results in the D2-plots for one and the same phenomenon, just as one's perception of an atmospheric disturbance might depend upon the vantage point chosen. We consider this explanation not realistic, since we have used bipolar reconstructions of closely spaced hippocampal contacts and, therefore, we have analyzed signals "native" to the hippocampal structures penetrated by these contacts. Regardless whether seizure propagation has occurred elsewhere in the brain, the finding of an ictal signal at any time during the seizure necessarily implies that seizure activity is local. Finally, one might consider that the changes noted in the D2-plots might be an expression of a variation in the so-called dynamic noise. This concept is elucidated by Hammel 1990 and Grassberger et al. 1993 . There are different ways by which a dynamic process can be obscured by noise. One of these consists of additive noise. In that case, we consider that from a noise-free sequence of vectors, ~ , forming a trajectory for which holds ~'+1 = f(~), a noisy trajectory is generated by V/'= !~/+ n i for small Ilnill < 8. The above describes the case where a physical process is iii.
obscured by errors in measurement. Another way by which the dynamics can be obscured by noisy influences is when errors are made upon each iteration of the process. The resulting points of the trajectory satisfy the expression ~+1 -f(~) <8. This type of error is called dynamic noise. Assuming that seizure activity in a neuronal circuit is generated according to a deterministic rule ~+1 =f(f/1), then other sources of neuronal activity interfering with the seizure activity will act as dynamic noise. This interference may be different in the course of the seizure.
This final explanation is probably the most likely one and we would like to advance the hypothesis of dynamic noise. The (oscillating) hippocampal neurons are widely interconnected (Lopes da Silva et al. 1990) and, therefore, receive continuous input from the rest of the brain (both from the rest of the hippocampus and from extrahippocampal structures). In this respect it is striking that, as shown in figure 11 , the final stage of seizure, roughly coinciding with epochs $16 and $17, yields signals consisting almost exclusively of periodic spikes. This suggests that at that time the dynamic noise is minimal, i.e., that we are dealing with a 'pure' oscillation. Given the wide connectivity of the hippocampal structures, this would mean that the input from outside is (almost) absent at that time. One could think of this as a result of spreading depression, exhausting the inputting neurons (notice that shortly thereafter period the epileptic activity in the two hippocampi themselves also dies out).
Conclusion
In this paper we present results which help to confirm, extend and also refute a number of assumptions with respect to the potential use of 'chaos' theory analysis in studying the transition from the interictal to the ictal state. These results were obtained from the analysis of intracranial EEG derived from clinical studies (seizure monitoring in patients with refractory complex partial seizures.)
We were able to offer some indications of valid and potentially helpful use of chaos theory analysis in the study of ictal EEG. It is clear that the choice of montage influences the results of D2 calculations. Bipolar derivations are to be preferred over monopolar reference ones. While the choice of parameters for the construction of the Takens vectors does seem to influence the details of the calculation it does not have any influence on the interpretation of the dynamics of seizure spread. Therefore, seizure evolution in complex partial seizures may adequately be studied by various methods for constructing these vectors. We demonstrated that several of these methods (D 2 analysis, recurrence plot, reversibility test) do lead to results which are very similar.
We also demonstrated that a complex partial seizure does not necessarily constitute a single "state of the brain" and that such seizures may not be adequately described by behavior reminiscent of a single, tow-dimensional chaotic attractor. What constitutes EEG seizure activity may or may not be accompanied by a plateau of relatively low values for D 2. The transition from the interictal to the ictal state does not necessarily occur "instantaneously" in spontaneous complex partial seizures. The concept of a single bifurcation to one epileptic state, therefore, seems to be too simplistic in describing the process taking place from the first onset in the 'focal area' to the more or less stable state of a seizure that takes place in a large part of the brain. During the seizure different states seem to occur while, furthermore, the epileptic oscillation seems to be affected by a varying influence of other noisy-like processes (probably from elsewhere in the brain).
It is also quite evident that high voltage sharp transients, have a disproportionately high influence on the outcome of D 2 calculations. Since seizure activity is often accompanied by such sharp transients just before or at the transition to the ictal state it follows that, in these cases, the use of D2-plots may be inappropriate as a means of identifying seizure onset. Several other QEEG techniques are currently better suited for and much more efficient in achieving the purpose of automatic seizure detection than computation of D2, regardless of an occasional report in the literature of on-line D 2 calculations.
Perhaps the most important of our findings is that calculation of the correlation dimension in complex partial seizures seems to parallel the evolution of seizure activity as it propagates throughout the brain in a way that is in line with the classical clinical neurophysiological interpretation of this phenomenon. While the value of D 2 may vary from site to site as well as in time in partial epilepsy, the so-called zone of ictal onset is invariably identified as that in which the D2-plot presents ultimately a stable plateau at a rather low value. As seizure activity spreads to other areas of the brain, intracranial EEG recorded from these sites show also a tendency for the correlation dimension to present a stable plateau, paralleling the sequential involvement of different brain areas in the generation of seizure activity in the EEG. The EEGer engaged in the preoperative evaluation of refractory complex partial seizures will recognize in this technique the potential for analyzing objectively seizure spread, based on seizure dynamics, rather than relying only upon the morphology of the grapho-elements inherent to visual pattern recognition of epileptiform activity.
Appendices
A: The choice of the delays for the embedding Although many authors have warned against inappropriate use of reconstruction parameters for the estimation of D 2 and have even provided recipes of what to chose (nicely reviewed by Rapp, 1994) , none have published on the influence of parameter choices on the evolution of D 2 during a process of which the dynamics gradually change. In a pilot study we analyzed the spread of an epileptic seizure in a kindled rat brain. We varied the choice of delays and the range of amplitudes in phase space (see r in equation (2), in the text) in various ways and concluded that as long as the parameters are chosen in a reasonable range the exact choice is of very little influence on the expression of seizure spread by means D2-plots (Pijn et aL 1992) .
tn the present study we used, for the reconstruction (1), as smallest/largest value for the ki's a value equal to the smallest/largest feature of interest present in the signals (suggested by Takens, personal communication) . In epilepsy this corresponds with the duration of (inter)ictal spikes: 20 -70 ms and the duration of a spikewave complex: approximately 300 ms (3 per second spike-and-waves).
Apart from the range of the ki's one can vary the order of the ki's. In the past we used 'independent' delays (Pijn et al. 1991 , suggested by van Neerven 1987 . This was done as follows. We chose for each embedding dimension all ki's as homogeneously as possible distributed over one fixed interval: kl=largest value and each following k is chosen such that it was not equal to a previously chosen value but that it has a maximal distance to all of the previous ones (e.g., for m=10: ki=0, 9, 4, 7, 2, 8, 1, 6, 3, 5 for i=0, 1, .., 9). Since the large delays are used for low embeddings the highest curves in the D2-plot is reached 'faster' than when using the arithmetic series. Albano et al. 1988 showed already that the crucial parameter is the largest delay used (the length of the window) rather than the value of the highest embedding or the difference between successive delays separately.
Instead of using a fixed range of delays for all signals, it is possible to adjust the range each time again to properties of each particular signal. This is a kind of autoscaling. Usually the range is related to the autocorrelation function of the signal (or the auto-information function as proposed by Fraser and Swinney 1986 ; additional alternatives are reviewed in Rapp 1994) .
We considered the autocorrelation function. Visual assessment of the autocorrelation functions of the ana- figure 1 ). In the middle of DF1 an extra pulse is visible, 'pushing' that system from the chaotic mode into the limit cycle mode, as reflected in the solution of the equation, which is the signal X1 (second trace). This signal, X1, is used as the driving force for the second Duffing equation. Therefore, the same signal is also denoted as DF2, The solution of the second equation is signal X 2. D2 analysis was performed on the signal X2 using 8 partly overlapping epochs marked 1-8. Each epoch contained 5121 samples and covered 24 periods during the limit cycle mode (corresponding to an epoch of approximately 10 seconds of a 3 per-second spike-and-wave signal). The right tip of the abscissa of each D2-plot corresponds with the largest difference between all amplitudes of the samples of the epoch. The range of the ordinate of each D2-plot is from 0 to 10.
%
lyzed signals learned us that a general, "practical" recipe for a delay choice was not a simple matter while the pilot study taught us that the results using auto-scaled or fixed delays are not much different. This inspired us to follow the simpler recipe of choosing the fixed delay range of 20-300 ms for all signals and a fixed value for the Theiler correction (150 ms). (To be very precise: for embedding 1, 2 ..... 17 we used respectively 0, 112, 56, 84, 28, 98, 14, 70, 42, 105, 7, 91, 21, 77, 35, 63 , and 49 sample distances of 2.7 ms each, resulting in delays of 0, 306.0, 153.0, 229.5, 76.5, 267.8, 38.3, 191.3, 114.8, 286.9, 19.1,248.6, 57.4, 210.4, 95.6, 172.1, 133.9 ms.) B: D 2 plots of a transition in the dynamics A transition was created by making use of the Duffing system as presented in figure I of the main text (also (&? ,r = (0.15, 0.3, 1) ). Since it is possible to generate limit cycle behavior (figure 1B) and chaotic dynamics ( figure 1C ) for one and the same set of values for the parameters (using different initial conditions) it is also possible to induce a transition from one mode to another without changing the parameters. One can begin in the chaotic mode and induce a transition to the limit cycle by applying an extra 'jolt' on top of the constant sinusoidal external driving force. Such a transition simulates the onset of an epileptic seizure, i.e., a transition from a complex to a more simple dynamics. However, it should be kept in mind that, when compared with ongoing, non-epileptiform EEG activity, D2 of the chaotic mode is rather small. We, therefore, created a slightly more realistic simulation of the transition to an epileptic seizure as follows. We took the output of the previous situation and used it as driving force for a second Duffing "machine". A cascade of Duffing 'machines' is not so much related to epilepsy but in this way we obtained a transition from a really high-dimensional system to very low-dimensional one as occurs at seizure onset. Figure App-B-1 shows a gradual change, from a very high-dimensional D2-plot to one corresponding to a limit cycle. Furthermore, we note a 'mixed' D2-plot for transitions occurring between 20% and 80% of the total epoch duration only.
C: Example of a recurrence plot
In figure App-C-1 we show an example of a recurrence plot which reflects various dynamical aspects of signals that one may come across in practice all in one plot.
A signal was generated with the Duffing equation ((6, % co) = (0.15, 0.3,1)) showing, a transition from chaotic to limit cycle behavior in the middle. As in Appendix B, the transition was induced by an extra "jolt" on top of the periodic driving force. One may notice the following features: i.
a striking discriminating power of the recurrence plot between the two types of behavior as reflected by the asymmetry between the left and right (upper and lower) half of the figure. ii. periodic behavior results in stripes parallel to the diagonal at regular distances. iii. the chaotic behavior results in stripes of limited length. The smaller the largest Lyapunov exponent, the larger the (average) length of the stripes.
It is of importance is that the parts of the recurrence plots that correspond to the two different modes of behavior emerges as disjunct areas in the plot: the two off-diagonal quadrants are (almost) white. They are not completely white because during the chaotic mode a short lasting period of limit cycle like behavior occurs. The stripes in the off-diagonal quadrants reflect the correspondence of this behavior with that during the second half of the signal.
Short lasting transients in a signal, e.g., epileptiform spikes, are reflected as empty (white) horizontal and vertical stripes (crosses) across the whole plot. Examples of this may be found in figure 8A during phase I and II, in particular during phase I.
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